














One of the few American bands I really enjoy 
is Accursed. Their dark and morbid death 
metal for me ranks among !he fines! of i1s 
kind S1a1cside, and that means Divine Eve, 
Crucifier and Order From Chaos. The young 
threesome .isn' t necessarily similar 10 these 
bands musically, but definitely in the same 
ballpark in lemlS of attitude and outlook. A 
few listens of their second demo "A Curse 
Called Life" was enough to persuade me Iha! 
they belonged in The Crypt... 

They have a debut CD oul now on Visceral 
Productions, so look oul for that! 

Hi Gabe, how's ii going? Whal are you 
listening to and what have you done so far 
today? 

.. fhings are going good, but I'm quite ill 
today. I'm listening to our new 7" tracks 
which we finished last Sunday. I haven't 
done anything productive yet today." 

ll's been ages since "A Curse Called Life" 
came out. What have you been up to since 
then? 

"Well, we kicked our old vocalist out, went 
through some rough times and recorded a 
one-song promo called "Lament", plus our 
new tracks for our upcoming 7". I do all the 
vocals now plus keyboards and bass." 

I think it 's great 1ha1 you 're going against 
!he flow by playing !rue death metal, 
although you label yourselves black/death, 
which I find a little trendy ... 

"Y cs, we are not scared of going against 
the flow, we will not sell out whatsoever! I 
admit, "A Curse Called Life" was a bit death 
metal, but our newer stuff is so much better. 
The new songs all have keyboards, better 
vocals and better lyrics. Evcryuthing is just 
so much better with the new line-up. We 
feel, or I feel, our music is black/death, but 
like our biography says, call us what you 
wish." 

I will and I'll still call you death metal. 
Death metal, incidentally, which I find more 
akin to the Swedish variely(han your average 
American Suffocore. Would you agree that 
Unleashed are an influence? Who else ... 
Acheron perhaps? 

"No;. I won't agree we sound like 
Unleashed because I rarely listen to them. 
Yes, we do use some Swedish type riffing, 
and black metal and death metal and many 
other forms of music. We do not take our 
influences from one form of music. We all 
listen to black/death, but other fomlS of 

I · music as well. I do not like Acheron, so 
they're not an influence. Some of our 
favourite bands are Cradle Of Filth, Emperor, 
Ancient Rites, Dismember, NIN and so 
many more, and not all death metal." 

U""'m . ..... 11 ,hnt n11P.dinn w:u: a hit of a 

very popular in the States and is it just the old 
Carnage sound you like or do you also enjoy 
the likes of Dark Tranquillity? 

"Well, to some degree. I think the newer 
stuff is more popular due to so many bands 
selling out (Entombed, Carcass, etc., etc.), 
but the older, godly albums are nol that 
popular, and I'm glad. I hale most American 
death metal. I think it ' s dead or dying. People 
want more in a band these days,_more mature 
topics and belier song slructures and riffing. 
Dark Tranquillity are gods! I worship the 
vintage Carnage sound as well ." 

On the "ACCL" sleeve I have all the 
addresses bar yours are scored out. I take it 
that this means you've had some line-up 
problems. How do the new vocals compare to 
Ryan's brutal growls? 

"Yes, all the addresses were scored out 
except mine. Ryan got kicked out and was a 
rip-off, Joe and Jeremy left their old house 
and moved closer 10 my house, where we 
practice. Ryan is a rip-off, life metal trend, 
who claimed so much bu! did so little. He 
stole money, merchandise and trust from us, 
so fuck him and everyone associated with 
him! I do all the vocals now and they're much 
better than Ryan's "Death metal, kill for 
Satan" crap. Personally I haled his brutal(?) 
growls on "A Curse Called Life" and they 

were even worse on our firsl demo "Hom>r 
Within". 

Did you play many shows with !he old line
up? How is !he local gig scene? 

"'With the old line-up we played about ten 
shows and they all went bad (mostly due 10 
Ryan's ch:ldish behaviour), so I've grown 10 
hale shows and haven'! played live in about 
eight months. Hopefully we 'II do some 
decent shows this summer, bu! if not I don'! 
really care. The scene here sucks and !he 
bands fight like kids, so no! much goes on. 
There is no death metal scene here al all and 
our local me!alfcst has turned into 
cornrno-cial garbage." 

Something I admire about Accursed is the 
fact that you place far more of an emphasis on 
writing good, catchy riffs than grinding 
mindlessly. Don't get me wrong, I love speed 
in my metal, bu1 blast beats wear thin after a 
while, don't you think? 

"Yes, we try to write good riffs and music 
that is original and different from other 
American bands who go for gore and death 
topics. I hate blast beats, but I do love the 
kick/snare bit. It must be controlled, though, 
and not overdone.· 1f a band does it right it 
creates a very dark and chaotic atmosphere. 
Bands like Cradic Of Filth, Emperor and 
Mayhem do it very well, whereas some of the 
new Darkthrone does wear a bit thin." 

You mentioned one of my not-so-favourite 
bands there, Cradle Of Filth. Like them, you 
seem to take a healthy interest in varnpirism, 
judging by the lyrics on "A Curse Called 
Life". What's your favourite Dracula movie? 
What are your thoughts on Cradle Of Filth 
and the current worldwide black metal trend 
in general? 

''Yes, we do take a healthy interest in 
varnpirism and dark topics, but all the lyrics 
on "A Curse Called Life" were wrillen by 
Ryan except for ''Psalm of a Dead Dreamer" 
which Joe wrote. We do not play any of these 
anymore except "Psalm .. ". My favourite 
Dracula movies are Subspecies, Coppola's 
version and Interview with the Vampire by 
Anne Rice. I like Cradle Of Filth very much 
and am in contact with Robyn, who now plays 
in a new band, December Moon, which is 
godly as well. The black metal trend is dying 
now a bit, which is good, and "Scandinavian 
darkness" is the bes1, most atmospheric 
music in the world today. As for the trendy 
bands, do not worry: they will not last long 
and do help somewhat 10 support our scene." 

Your demo was reviewed in lhc ninth issue 
of Terrorizer. Whal (!·· ;- •u think of !he mag 
and is there an American equivalent? Pil 
perhaps... Maybe fanzines are best al 
covering death and black metal anyway, huh? 

'The magazine is good and has an open 
mind (which no US mags have, so they're no! 
worth mentioning), but they never responded 
to my leller. There are some good fanzines 
from here and Pi! is the only good mag, bu! 
it 's hard to get them. Yes, I think 'zincs are 
belier al covering black/death, but it's nice to 
see that some of the good bands are getting 
bigger." 

What do you gel up 10 when you're not 
busy with Accursed? Do you have to work to 
subsidise your underground activities? 
What's the unemployment situation like in 
Wisconsin? 

"I don't do much else. I try lo relax or work 
on my artwork. I go lo high school, but will 
be going lo art college next year. During the 
summer I don'! do much else bu! work and 
the band. The unemployment situation is bad 
and our politics are fucked up. I hale 
America, even though I was born here. Yes, I 
work 3-4 days a week 10 support the band and 
my other interests as well (stereo equipment, 
art stuff, autos ... )." 

How much mail are you getting these days? 
Are you into tape trading or anything? 

"I get about three or four letters a day, 
sometimes more, sometimes less. I work 
with Accursed and Accursed is my life, so I 
rarely fall behind with mail. I used to trade a 
101, but now it 's hard to afford it. If the band 
is good or we are being distributed, I will 
trade." 

Whal are your plans for the rest of '95? 
"We've just signed 10 Visceral Productions 

for a comp. CD, 7" and CD. The comp. and 
7" will be out very soon and T-shirts later on 
this year. "Lament" will only be available 
until the comp. is released because it will be 
on the CD. I'll keep you informed on release 
dates, etc., or look for flyers soon." 

Las! words? 
'Thanks for !he interview, I hope all goes 

well. Everyone write for more info, etc. Look 
out for new material soon. Hail the forgollen 
gods ... " 

Accursed c/o Gabe Catanzaro, 3516 
Menomonee River Parkway, Wauwatosa, WI 
53222, USA. 





Love 'cm or hate 'cm, there is no denying 
that Abruprum are one of the most obscure 
and least understood outfits around today. 
Personally speaking, I find little pleasure in 
listening to their "music", but I respect It and 
Evil's fierce quest for individuality and their 
continuing refusal to conform to the moral 
majority's ideas of normality. They released 
two albums on Deathlike Silence Produc:sons 
and have just graced us with a third on the 
American Full Moon Productions. Ross 
interviewed his former pen-friend It shortly 
before platter number two came out and 
mutilated us all ... 

If yoo Ii kc the band this rare exchange will 
be something of a treat for you and if not then 
no one is forcing yoo to read on. Make up 
your own mind ... 

I was surprised when your LP was released 
on DSP, as in a previous interview I had read 
that this was not to be. What made yoo 
change your mind aild what has the response 
to the debut album been like? 

''There was some trouble. DSP is one of 
the world's most "Abruptum deserving" 
record companies today. The response is 
frightening 'cause I really didn' t think people 
would dare to buy and listen to our LP, but 
they do. I don't know if they really 
understood the message that this is not for 
everyone and if people got that there is a risk 
to buy it. Anyway, they do and that is up to 
them. I was only wondering." 

Will your future releases be on DSP? How 
many copies of the debut have you sold and 
have you made much money from it? 

''Our next LP will be out DSP. It is called 
"In Umbra Malitiae, In Aetemum In 
Triumpho Tenebrarum" and as always I am 
Ya)' pleased to let people of a true kind get 
the evil injection they need. "Obscuritatem" 
has sold much and yes, we do get a huge 
amount of money, but we can never get J.QQ 

well paid." 

Is the "Evil" 7" still available and did they 
all come with a sticker? 

"It is l!l1I available anymore. I believe it 
was only pressed in 500, so it's Ya)' hard to 
get. They include a sticker. The EP will be 
released on LP with Abruptum along with the 
two demos. The LP will be out on Obscure 
Plasma Records late this year or next. .. we'll 
see. By the way, have you heard of the I 20-
125 wrongly pressed "Obscuritatcm" LPs that 
have reached England? There is a limited 
edition of 200 wrongly pressed LPs, try to get 
one!" 

What do your lyrics tell of? So far I have 
only been able to work out the LP title, which 

"Obscuritatem Advoco Amplectere Me" 
means "I Summon the Darkness to Embrace 
Me" and our lyrix are just something going 
on in our heads. What's hiding there no one 
will figure out!" 

On the LP you mention a forthcoming Dark 
Age. What will this be like? 

"You'll see!" 

Have yoo ever played live? If not, would 
you like to do so in the future? 

"No, we haven't. Maybe someday ... " 

Did Dan Swano help with the recording of 
the LP? Do you like Edge Of Sanity? 

"Swano is a really interesting person to 
work with ... our C(H)peration works out really 
nice. I prefer life without Edge of Sanity." 

I notice the drummer was uncredited on the 
LP. Who played the drums? Do you see the 
drums as an important part of Abruptum? 

"Whoever played drums on the first LP 
really will remain a mystery (it was Dan 
Swano - Ed). The drums in Abruptum are 
Ya)' important." 

Have any bands tried to copy the Abruptum 
sound? 

"Some bands try to sound like us but I have 
to say it's really a waste of time and a waste 
of energy to do so. I hope the kids out there 
get my point." 

I could not believe my eyes when I read 
that an ex-member of Abruptum ran off and 
joined the Christian church. Is this really 
true?! 

" It 's true. When he heard the resu lt of the 
first demo, which he played b,Lss on, he got 
badly scared and joined the first church he 
could lay eyes on and became a member. 
That 's why I don't like the first demo." 

Have you any new songs and arc they in 
tl1e same style as the debut LP? 

'The new LP sounds very much the same 
as the first , but it's a progression. A prog- a 
frog ... ! Just some old Venom talk. The new 
LP will lift you into the world of your most 
evil dreams." 

Is there not a similar Satanic/anti-Christian 
organisation in Sweden to the Norwegian 
Inner Circle? 

''The Norwegian Black Metal Mafia is a 
kind of smaller part of the True Satanist 
Horde, which I once started back in 1990. 
Some of the members in Norway probably 
wanted to do something by themselves so 
they did and started the Norwegian way of 
doing things ... burning churches and stuff." 

How much blood was spilled during the 
recording of the debut LP? Do you torture 
yourselves during rehearsals too? How often 
does Abruptum rehearse? 

"We do not rehearse ... you can't rehearse 
evil! You can rehearse music but not evil. 
Abruptum is not music. I can only guess the 
amount of blood spilled on the recording and 
it was probably much 'cause I felt pretty 
weak after it. We do the torture stuff in the 
studio and nowhere else." 

Could you describe what the studio was 
like during the recording? 

"I don't remember much of the recording at 
all. What I remember i: some of those 
feelings, the darkness, the cold, blood, pain 
and such things. I don' t know ... try to mix 
those things with candlelight, chaos, more 
pain, aggression and such things while 
listening to the LP and you might come close 
to what it was like." 

The Count has plans for a promo video. 
Will you do something similar? 

'The Count? Oh yes, the one in Burzum I 
guess. Have you heard he's not on DSP 
anymore and that he might sign to Earache? I 
really wonder if this guy is worth mentioning 
in an Abruptum interview. He talks shit about 
us all, Abruptum, Enslaved a,nd Emperor, and 
he's not a friend to anyone I know. Just forget 
about Burzum, you'll get enough listening 
when "De Mysteriis Dom Sathanas" with 
Mayhem comes, that's a promise! Ahh ... 
maybe a promo video, we'll see ... " 

OK, this is the end. Any last words or 
future plans? 

'T-shirt out soon... New LP out in 
September, maybe a third next year, ~ 
next year. And let 's not forget the LP on 
Obscure Plasma. I wish you luck with your 
mag and I hope I can come to Scotland one 
day. Darkness it ' ll be, It '93." 
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A weird bunch are the Bristol-based Whores 
Of Babylon, albeit pleasantly so. They play 
sensuous ambient electronic goth
summitorother which kind've strikes a chord 
with me, strange as it may seem. A wonderful 
LP named "Metropolis" appeared on 
Candlelight in late I 994, shortly before the 
recording of which Ross contacted lead 
vocalist Shaun to delve into the mysterious 
complexities of our very existence. Or was it 
merely to partake in a brief Babylonian 
history lesson ... ? 

"We formed in late 1992 (October 31st, to 
be precise) because we wanted to do 
something a bit different, so we worked on a 
demo which became "Eternal", released in 
April '93. The response was really good from 
'zincs and companies, which we were 
pleased about." 

Have you signed to Candlelight yet? Tell us 
a little about the LP and whether or not you'll 
be "borrowing" an HR Giger picture for the 
cover again. 

"Well, when we get the contract and the 
recording costs, then yes, we will be. The 
album should be coming out in Feb/March 
and no, the cover will not be a Giger picture. 
It is going to be by the painter Bruegel. The 
content of the album will be a bit mixed, with 
tracks varying from rock-orientated songs to 
some with dance beats and hip-hop break 
beats. Others will have 12 string sections and 
lots of guest musicians, etc., and of course 
lots of orchestration." 

Do yoo have any plans to play live? What 
will your stage show be like? 

"We will play live. We already have the 
musicians in live, but at the moment we are 
interested only in putting the stuff out" 

Will yoo be recording the LP in yoor own 
studio? How long has State of the Art been 
going? 

"Yes, we are going to record/produce our 
album in our studio. We've been running our 
studio for two and a half years." 

Are there many other gothic bands in the 
UK you can recommend? Are there any bands 
that share some of yoor thoughts and/or 
concepts? 

"Let's get one thing straight: We fucking 
hate gothic bands, although the Sisters Of 
Mercy aren't bad, but we don't really listen to 
all that stuff. Our influences are from 
classical music, Indian music, metal, dance, 
techno, hip-hop (especially the new stuff). 
We are only into gothic in the true sense of 
the word, but Jet 's get back to the question. 
We don't really know a lot of bands who 
think like us. but Eterne and Dead Christ who 
have recorded here are quite cool in the ideas 
concerning dark ml!SiC." 

Could yoo give us the meaning of your 
name? 

''The name is because I have a passion for 
ancient mythology, especially ancient 
Babylon, and the lyrics are along the same 
lines, but a lot of the songs are about my 
personal goings on." 

In what direction do you see your music 
headed in the future? 

"Well, I don't really know, but we've done 
lots of developing since "Eternal" and God 
knows what direction we are going to take 
next." 

Last words? 
''Cheers male. Yours, the Whores ... " 





































































































































... It was tny thirteenth year on a cold winter 's day. As I 
walked through the enchanted forest I heard the sound of 
horses and men at arms. I felt compelled to walk on and 

find the place of these sounds. When the forest did clear I 
was standing on a hill. Before me was a great plain; upon it 

the armies of the world. Standing. Waiting. I thought to 
myself, "For whom, or for what are they waiting?" / 

Suddenly, a gust of wind came up from the north. There 
appeared a lone rider, holding a sword of steel. Then from 
the south came another, bearing a battle-axe. From the east 

came a third, holding a spiked club, and finally from the 
west a rider who wielded a great hammer of war. With them 

came their soldiers of death, followed by an army of 
immortals. They were few in number, but the look in their 

eyes told all who beheld them that they would leave this day 
only in victory or death. And there was a great silence. My 

heart began to pound. Storm clouds filled the sky with 
darkness. Rain came. The four winds blew with such anger f. 

that I held fast to a tree. I watched the four riders raise their 
weapons into the air. Without warning, screaming their war 
cries, they led the attack. Down to the battle they rode. They 
met the·armies of the world with a mighty clash. I cou./dfeel 

the ground shake. The earth drank much blood that day. 
Each of the four was unto himself a whirlwind of doom. 
When the smoke rlid clear, many thousands were dead. 1¥ 

There was much blood and gore. Their bodies lay broken ~ 
and scattered across the battlefield like brown leaves blown I;: 

by the wind. And I saw the four ride together to the top of i: 
the hill, while below them the soldiers of death assembled. 1 ·'.ti·.· 

All those who would now swear allegiance to them. And the 
four spoke the words of the warrior's prayer: • 

i· 
"Gods of war, I call you i 
My sword is by my side r 

I· 
I seek a life of honour . ~ 

Free from all false pride , [ 
I will crack the whip with a bold, mighty hail i 

Cover me with death if I should ever fail fv 

Glory f · 
Majesty I 
Beauty I f! I . 

Hail! Hail! Hail!" ., 
"I And as I stood and looked on, I heard the annies of the li 

world hail them without end, and their voices of victory 
carried long and far throughout the land. But who were 
. those four men? Who were they? They were the Metal 

Kings! 
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